This workshop is an opportunity for Secondary Science teachers to collaborate and share good practice within the FOBISIA community and will focus on the opportunities and challenges faced in the teaching of Science at KS4 and KS5.

As member organisations of FOBISIA we all have a wealth of experience and talents in delivering the Science curriculum at KS4 and KS5 and we aim to share good practice and expertise over the two days.

Using Edmodo, participants will construct a shared agenda and facilitate workshop sessions to address the issues we all face. The workshops will be active and will look at sharing good practice. The range of workshops may cover (but not limited to) curriculum, learning, ICT, resource management, leadership and management, assessment for learning within the context of KS4/5 Science. Through Edmodo we will construct our own programme and agenda.

**Timing:**
08:30 – 16:00 Friday 3rd October, dinner 07.00pm
08:45 – 14:00 Saturday 4th October

**Cost:**
Rp. 200,000 (c.US$20) to cover refreshments

**Deadline for registration :Friday 12th September.**

To register, or if you have any questions, please contact Nigel Wilsonlock (Head of Science) nigel_wilsonlock@bis.or.id
or Rachel Edwards (Deputy Head of Secondary) rachel_edwards@bis.or.id
Hotel and transport information will be sent to registered participants.

We look forward to welcoming you to BIS Jakarta.